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UN Women is an accountable and trustworthy development organization that manages its financial and other resources with integrity and in line with its programmatic ambitions and fiduciary obligations.
Our result highlights

Accountability And Trustworthiness

In 2022, UN Women demonstrated increased commitment to transparency by launching the Transparency Portal, continuing to publish through the International Aid Transparency Initiative and developing a new uptake mechanism for audit recommendations. It also rolled out its new enterprise resource planning system, Quantum.

These changes led to positive results in implementing long-standing audit recommendations, including meeting twin milestones of less than 15 per cent for both internal and external long outstanding recommendations, respectively. UN Women also reached milestones on resource implementation and UN System-Wide Action Plan on Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment (UN-SWAP) standards.

Launch Of The UN Women Transparency Portal

UN Women launched its Transparency Portal (open.unwomen.org) as a key corporate effort to strengthen transparency and accountability in October 2022. The Transparency Portal is an interactive and data-driven public platform that makes data on UN Women’s results and resources visible to partners and the general public. Published data are in line with the International Aid Transparency Initiative standard.